OSSR-PID: One-Shot Symbol Recognition in P&ID Sheets using Path Sampling and GCN
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Abstract—In this paper, we focus on recognition of line-drawn symbols in engineering drawings with only one prototypical example per symbol available for training. In particular, Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&ID) are ubiquitous in several manufacturing, oil and gas enterprises for representing engineering schematics and equipment layout. There is an urgent need to extract and digitize information from P&IDs without the cost of annotating a varying set of symbols for each new use case. A robust one-shot learning approach for symbol recognition i.e., localization followed by classification, would therefore go a long way towards this goal. Our method works by sampling pixels sequentially along the different contour boundaries in the image. These sampled points form paths which are used in the prototypical line diagram to construct a graph that captures the structure of the contours. Subsequently, the prototypical graphs are fed into a Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Network (DGCNN) which is trained to classify graphs into one of the given symbol classes. Further, we append embeddings from a Resnet-34 network which is trained on symbol images containing sampled points to make the classification network more robust. Since, many symbols in P&ID are structurally very similar to each other, we utilize Arcface loss during DGCNN training which helps in maximizing symbol class separability by producing highly discriminative embeddings. During inference time, a similar line based sampling procedure is adopted for generating sampled points across P&ID image. The images consist of components attached on the pipeline (straight line). The sampled points segregated around the symbol regions are used for the classification task. The proposed pipeline, named OSSR-PID, is fast and gives outstanding performance for recognition of symbols on a synthetic dataset of 100 P&ID diagrams. We also compare our method against prior-work that uses full supervision (not one-shot) on a real-world private dataset of 12 P&ID sheets and obtain comparable/superior results. Remarkably, it is able to achieve such excellent performance using only one prototypical example per symbol.

I. INTRODUCTION

Piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&ID) are a standardized format for depicting detailed schematics about material flow, equipment components, and control devices in oil and gas, chemical manufacturing and underground utility companies. A P&ID is based on process flow diagrams which illustrate the piping schematics with instruments using line and graphical symbols, along with appropriate annotations. Presently, millions of such legacy P&IDs are stored in an unstructured image format and the data trapped in these documents is required for inventory management, detailed design, procurement, and construction of a plant. Manually extracting information from such P&ID sheets is a very tedious, time-consuming and error-prone process as it requires that users interpret the meaning of different components such as pipelines, inlets, outlets and graphic symbols based on the annotations, and geometric and topological relationships of visual elements. To mitigate these issues, there is an urgent need to automate the process of digitizing P&ID sheets to facilitate fast, robust and quick extraction of information.

The major components of P&ID include symbols with fieldspecific meanings, pipelines representing connections between symbols, and textual attributes. There exists very limited body of work on digitization of engineering drawing documents in the literature. Early attempts used traditional image recognition techniques utilizing geometrical features of objects such as edge detection, hough transform and morphological operations. Authors in proposed an approach where the system tries to learn and store the graphical representation of the symbol presented by the user. Later, the system uses the acquired knowledge about the symbol for recognition. These earlier systems based on standard vision techniques were not powerful enough to address the challenges arising due to noisy images, variations in text fonts, resolutions and minute visual differences among various symbols.

Recently deep learning techniques have yielded significant improvements in accuracy for information extraction from P&IDs. Recent work by Rahul et. al. utilize a combination of traditional vision techniques and state-of-the-art deep learning models to identify and isolate pipeline codes, pipelines, inlets and outlets, and for detecting symbols. The authors proposed the use of Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) based segmentation for detection of symbols to address low inter-class variability and noisy textual elements present inside symbols. However, this requires significant volumes of annotated symbols for training the network and fails for rarely occurring symbols for which training data is sparse. Additionally, in practice, the symbol-set keeps changing and ideally, the system should allow for introduction of new symbols without manual annotation or complete re-training. In effect, given just one clean symbol image, we wish to detect all instances of the symbol in noisy and crowded P&ID diagrams.

To address these challenges, we propose to exploit the recent advances in few-shot/one-shot learning (metrical, geometrical, visual) to address the challenges arising due to noisy images, variations in text fonts, resolutions and minute visual differences among various symbols. Two recent advances in few-shot/one-shot learning which involve learning an embedding space to separate different classes or meta-training phase which involves training a model on a varying set of symbols for each new use case.
a meta learner on a collection of tasks from the same task distribution to discover a task-independent network initialization. However, such techniques require a significant number of training tasks for meta-training prior to being employed for one-shot recognition. We wish to avoid the meta-training step entirely, and to directly perform one-shot symbol recognition. Hence, we propose a method for recognition of symbols with just one training sample per class, which is represented as a graph with points sampled along the boundaries of different entities present in the P&ID and subsequently, utilize Dynamic Graph Convolutional networks [24] for symbol classification. In particular, we make the following contributions in this paper:

- We propose a novel, fast and efficient one-shot symbol recognition method, OSSR-PID, for P&ID sheets utilizing only one prototypical example image per symbol class.
- We propose a method to sample pixels along the boundaries of different entities, which are present in P&ID image and construct a graph which captures the connectivity between different entities (instruments / symbols).
- We utilize Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (DGCNNs) [24] for symbol graph classification. We also augment the network with visual embeddings from Resnet-34 model trained on symbol-images of sampled points to make it more robust.
- We utilize Arcface loss [25] for training of DGCNN network for the classification task as it optimizes feature embeddings to enforce higher similarity for intra-class symbols and diversity for inter-class symbols.
- We evaluate OSSR-PID for symbol recognition on a synthetic dataset called Dataset-P&ID [26] containing 100 P&ID sheets in the test-set.
- We also compare OSSR-PID against prior work by [14] on a private dataset of 12 real-world P&IDs and achieve remarkable results.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an overview of the problem that we solve in this paper. Details of dynamic graph CNN, its definition and edge convolutions are given in Section III. Subsequently, we describe the approach adopted for one shot symbol recognition in Section IV by explaining each step such as image tracing, path sampling, symbol-region segregation and graph convolutional network based symbol classification in Section IV-A, IV-B, IV-C and IV-D respectively. Section V presents details of the dataset, results of the experiments conducted followed by discussions on them. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This paper proposes a method to process scanned P&ID sheets and detect the different symbols (components) present in each sheet. Additionally, we wish to find connections between components and identify different pipelines. Identification of pipeline involves sampling points along the periphery of the dark regions(printed) of P&ID sheets. Further, the regions are segmented from the points which form straight lines (i.e. pipes) to get the probable symbol regions. Subsequently, the points present in these regions are classified using Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Networks (DGCNNs) [24] as belonging to one of the given symbol classes.

[1] Dataset-P&ID: https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1gMm_YKBzXB3qUKUpl-LFIHE_Mgzw6eR
III. DYNAMIC GRAPH CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK

DGCNN [24] takes given set of input data points to create a local graph in which each data point is connected to its $n$ nearest data points. The edges formed between the nearest neighbors are used for convolutional operations similar to GNNs [27]. As the name suggests, the graph created initially from the data is dynamic. Every layer of the network uses a k-NN algorithm to obtain a new set of $n$ neighbors based upon the data point’s embedding at the respective layer. Readers are referred to [28] [24] for more details.

A. Graph definition

Consider a directed graph $G = (V,E)$, where $V = \{1, ..., n\}$ represents vertices of the graph and $E \subset V \times V$ represents edges that connect each vertex to its $k$-nearest neighbours. Each vertex $v$ has an $F$-dimensional feature representation. Next, edge features are defined as $e_{ij} = h_{\Theta}(v_i,v_j)$, where $h_{\Theta} : R^F \times R^F \rightarrow R^F$ are non-linear operations with learnable parameters $\Theta$. The constructed graph also consists of an additional edge with itself (i.e., self-loop) so that every vertex is pointing to itself.

B. Edge Convolution

At each layer $l$, the connectivity of every vertex is determined using a k-NN algorithm based on the feature embeddings of the vertices. For every pair of connected vertices $v_i$ and $v_j$, features of edges $e_{ij}$ are computed as explained in Section III-A. Subsequently, the edge features computed across the neighboring edges of a vertex are aggregated via a $max$ operator to update its embedding feature. Thus, the output obtained after the edge convolution is given by

$$v'_i = \max_{j \in \{i,j\} \in \varepsilon} h_{\Theta}(v_i,v_j)$$

However, to capture the local information as well as the global information, DGCNN defines $h_{\Theta}(v_i,v_j) = h_{\Theta}(v_i,v_j - v_i)$, where $v_i$ defines the global information of the feature point and $v_j - v_i$ defines the local relative information of the feature point. Mathematically, this is represented as follows:

$$v'_i = \max_{j \in \{i,j\} \in \varepsilon} ReLU(\theta_m(v_j - v_i) + \phi_m.v_i)$$

where, $\varepsilon$ represents the set of neighbors to vertex $v_i$. Figure 3 represents the Dynamic Graph CNN architecture used for symbol classification.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe the proposed pipeline for symbol recognition, as shown in Figure 1 from P&ID sheets. Section IV-A describes how our image tracing technique produces smooth contours using a series of bezier curves and lines. This is followed by a description of the path sampling technique in Section IV-B. A description of how the individual connecting pipes are segregated and potential separate regions are created for symbol identification is provided in Section IV-C. Finally, details of the DGCNN model for one-shot symbol localization and classification of separated contours is provided in Section IV-D and IV-E.

A. Image tracing

The black and white pixels in a binarized image give rise to several contours with dark regions forming separate contours. In image tracing, we process the image to produce a vector outline of these contours by approximating them via a set of algebraic equations like bezier curves [29]. The spline curves generalize the contours by creating smoother outlines. We use adaptive thresholding [30] on the input image with a window size of $13 \times 13$ to efficiently segregate foreground (black pixels) and background (white pixels) regions. The contours for dark regions are obtained by a series of bezier curves and straight lines using the Potrace algorithm [29]. The output equations obtained are categorized as paths or loops. Contours which are connected in the diagram, are traced by sequential bezier curves which are connected end-to-end, forming a path. Each path is composed of one or more loops such that their ends are...
Fig. 3: (a) DGCNN [24] architecture, used for classification of sampled points into one of the symbol classes, takes $F = 9$-dimensional $n=1024$ points as input. The network comprises of a set of 3 EdgeConv layers whose outputs are aggregated globally to get a global descriptor, which is later used to obtain classification scores for $C$ classes. (b) EdgeConv block: The EdgeConv layer takes input tensor of shape $n \times F_1$ and finds $k$ nearest neighbors based upon distance between embeddings. Subsequently, edge features are computed on these $k$ edges by applying multi-layer perceptron on $\{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ and the output tensor of shape $n \times k \times a_n$ is max pooled over $k$ neighbors, resulting in final output tensor of shape of $n \times a_n$.

Fig. 4: DGCNN+Resnet-34+ArcFace Loss: Pre-trained Resnet-34 is used for extracting visual features from images($224 \times 224$) created from spatial information of point cloud. Subsequently, these Resnet-34 embeddings are aggregated with outputs of EdgeConv layers of DGCNN to obtain global descriptors, which are finally utilized to generate the embeddings. These embeddings are trained after introducing arc-margin with respect to their corresponding symbol classes.

B. Path Sampling

After image tracing, we correct the image for rotation and scaling variations by applying a set of algebraic operations. The images are resized to a fixed width of 4000px while maintaining the aspect ratio. The paths generated using the Potrace algorithm consist of end-to-end bezier curves along the outlines of contours present in the image. We use these curves to sample a set of points which are continuous and are at fixed distance intervals. Since, the points are generated on the periphery of the contour regions, the close adjacent points (across the edges) are merged together. The set of points along each path formed on the outline of the same contour will have strong correlations w.r.t. slope and distance. The regions where the above two parameters vary, are marked as junction regions. Note that the potrace algorithm generates paths which contain loops. Each contour is guaranteed to be covered by the different loops present in the path. We create a unique graph for each path from the obtained set of points. The critical junctions of these graphs are obtained by identifying the points from where a new branch of points emerges or more than one branch of points merge together.

C. Symbol Region Segregation

The paths obtained using path sampling include pipelines and symbols present in P&ID. The regions containing symbols are required to be segmented out for classification using Graph Convolutional Network. To achieve this, the obtained individual branches are processed to remove pipes (lines) from the P&ID image as follows:

- The slope of each point $p$ in path is computed by using the average of two neighbors $p_{i-1}$ and $p_{i+1}$ as given by Equation. 3

$$\text{slope}_i = \frac{\text{Avg}(\text{atan}(p_{i-1}, p), \text{atan}(p, p_{i+1}))}{\text{atan}(p_{i-1}, p_{i+1})}$$

- The points along the paths are traversed and for every point, a window of length 1 and height $t$ in the orthogonal direction to the point’s slope, is checked for the presence of other points. If there exists no other point in the continuity of $m$ windows, then this query point on the path is classified as a line component, else it is classified as a potential region having symbols.
The parameter \( t \) i.e., the height of orthogonal window is determined by traversing the path and finding the maximum distance from points present on contours, along the orthogonal direction to the point according to the following equation:

\[
t = \text{MAX} ( \epsilon, \beta \text{MAX} (\forall p_{iN} \text{dist}(p_i, p_{iN})) \quad (4)
\]

where \( p_{iN} \) are the points along the paths orthogonal to the query point \( p_i \).

- Visual elements of a P&ID are largely connected (with few minor exceptions). In cases of small discontinuities in straight lines (pipes), the regions of discontinuity are marked as potential symbol regions. Even if the line terminates (at a symbol like a flange), and the slope changes by a significant amount, the terminal region of the line is marked as a potential symbol.

The individual regions obtained are plausible regions which can contain the symbols. Figure 5 shows a small patch of a P&ID illustrating the sampled points. Symbols are present over the straight lines. Junction points obtained over every path are used to segregate symbol regions, by removing the straight connecting lines.

D. GCN based Symbol Classification

Symbol Classes: We use a set of symbol classes containing one clean sample image per class for symbol identification. We observe that these symbols exist in 4 different orientations each rotated by 90 degrees. So, we augment the symbol images using rotation by 90 degrees.

Dynamic Graph CNN for learning symbol representation: The set of points generated along the periphery of obtained probable symbol regions are classified into one among the symbol classes using DGCNN. To illustrate, graph representation of filtered segregated regions is illustrated in Figure 6. Since every symbol lies on a line (pipe), we look at collinear line segments as defined in the previous section. Gaps or discontinuities between line segments associated with a single long line (pipe) are examined to check if there are symbols within the gaps. We use points inside these gap regions for the classification.

Observing the number of line segments intersecting a particular gap region, can help in improving the robustness of classification as certain symbols only allow for certain connectivity patterns (for example certain valves may always have connectivity to two lines corresponding to inlet and outlet). However, to handle the cases where we do not get any connectivity information, all the independent contours orthogonal and close to the moving lines (pipes) are used for the classification. We compute the following features for each point present on the contour:

- Coordinate information defining each point on contour.
- Hu-moments \([31]\) of each point are calculated and appended as point features. HU moments are a set of 7 values which are invariant to image transformations like translation, scale, rotation and reflection. Since, the points are arranged sequentially, a window of \( m \) (here, 6) sequential points are used to calculate the seven HU moments for every feature point.

\[
h_0 = \eta_{20} + \eta_{02} \quad (5)
\]

\[
h_1 = (\eta_{20} - \eta_{02})^2 + 4\eta_{11}^2 \quad (6)
\]

\[
h_2 = (\eta_{30} - 3\eta_{12})^2 + (3\eta_{21} - \eta_{03})^2 \quad (7)
\]

\[
h_3 = (\eta_{30} + \eta_{12})^2 + (\eta_{21} + \eta_{03})^2 \quad (8)
\]
TABLE I: Comparison of the performance of symbol classification using DGCNN and its variants having Arcface loss and Resnet-34 embeddings on the synthetic Dataset-P&ID

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbols</th>
<th>DGCNN</th>
<th>DGCNN + Arcface</th>
<th>DGCNN + Resnet-34 + Arcface</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F1-score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol1</td>
<td>0.7565</td>
<td>0.7005</td>
<td>0.7274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol2</td>
<td>0.8161</td>
<td>0.8512</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol3</td>
<td>0.7602</td>
<td>0.7238</td>
<td>0.7476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol4</td>
<td>0.7360</td>
<td>0.8295</td>
<td>0.7585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol5</td>
<td>0.8137</td>
<td>0.7630</td>
<td>0.7875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol6</td>
<td>0.8316</td>
<td>0.7562</td>
<td>0.7921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol7</td>
<td>0.7875</td>
<td>0.7478</td>
<td>0.7671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol8</td>
<td>0.7520</td>
<td>0.8473</td>
<td>0.7968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol9</td>
<td>0.6144</td>
<td>0.8366</td>
<td>0.7084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol10</td>
<td>0.8595</td>
<td>0.7355</td>
<td>0.7926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol11</td>
<td>0.6786</td>
<td>0.8614</td>
<td>0.7591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol12</td>
<td>0.7659</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.6771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol13</td>
<td>0.8304</td>
<td>0.7907</td>
<td>0.8101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol14</td>
<td>0.8601</td>
<td>0.8175</td>
<td>0.8382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol15</td>
<td>0.7614</td>
<td>0.9373</td>
<td>0.7576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol16</td>
<td>0.7802</td>
<td>0.8481</td>
<td>0.8128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol17</td>
<td>0.6363</td>
<td>0.7968</td>
<td>0.7076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol18</td>
<td>0.8159</td>
<td>0.8259</td>
<td>0.8209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol19</td>
<td>0.7534</td>
<td>0.6301</td>
<td>0.6871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol20</td>
<td>0.7844</td>
<td>0.7656</td>
<td>0.7729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol21</td>
<td>0.8520</td>
<td>0.8193</td>
<td>0.8355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol22</td>
<td>0.7872</td>
<td>0.8282</td>
<td>0.8072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol23</td>
<td>0.7314</td>
<td>0.8093</td>
<td>0.7684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol24</td>
<td>0.7196</td>
<td>0.7593</td>
<td>0.7389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>symbol25</td>
<td>0.7963</td>
<td>0.6293</td>
<td>0.7030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* DGCNN authors [24] claim that with fewer than 512 points in the graph, the performance of the network deteriorates dramatically. Therefore, we have fixed the number of points to be 1024 for our case. To maintain an equal number of data points for every symbol, we interpolate points over different loops based on their length such that the total number of points is constant.

By appending the seven HU-moment features to three coordinate value features, we get 9 features per point. These points are used to train the DGCNN network for classification.
classes with additional \( m \) margin. The loss function differs for each batch of \( N \) examples, where \( y_i \) is the ground truth for the \( i^{th} \) sample in the batch.

\[
L_{Arcface} = -\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \log \frac{e^{s(\cos(\theta_{y_i} + m))}}{e^{s(\cos(\theta_{y_i} + m))} + \sum_{j=1,j\neq y_i}^{C} e^{s(\cos(\theta_j))}}
\]  

(14)

Augmentation Policy: Data augmentation is routinely employed to reduce over-fitting and obtain better generalization performance. However, while considering symbols having very minute inter-class variations, the standard augmentation techniques do not prove very beneficial. One underlying reason for this is that the most augmentation techniques perform uniform changes in the resulting augmented data. This can be addressed by incorporating different modifications for different sub-parts of each example image. In our approach, the augmentations are generated for each symbol image by incorporating affine transformations to each sub-part of the image with rotation ranging from angle \(-20^\circ\) to \(20^\circ\), scaling parameter ranging from \(0.9\) to \(1.1\) and shear parameter ranging from \(-0.05\) to \(0.05\). The resultant transformation matrix is used for transformation over a window of \( m \) sequential points. The transformation matrices over the sequential windows have parameters in the range \((-0.01\) to \(0.01\)). This augmentation policy gives more flexibility to the network to adapt for local changes in addition to retaining the advantages of the traditional augmentation approach.

Inference: To increase the robustness of the model at inference time, we take each symbol region image, cropped from the P&ID sheet, at two scales with 4 different orientations. The two scales are chosen in a way that each symbol region image has a minimum width of 300 and 600 px respectively. Hence, for each given symbol-region image, we produce 8 different embeddings which are compared using the cosine distance against the symbol embedding directory for the entire set of symbols. The final class label for the given symbol-region image is assigned based upon majority voting.

V. Experimental Results and Discussions

A. Data

We evaluate the performance of our proposed one-shot symbol recognition method on a synthetic dataset called Dataset-PID which consists of 100 P&ID sheets in the test-set. These P&ID sheets contain various components (symbols) attached to a network of pipelines. In this paper, we aim to localize and subsequently classify a set of 25 symbols, as shown in Figure 7 from these P&ID sheets. We also compare our proposed method against the method by Rahul et al [14] on a private dataset of 12 real P&ID sheets for symbol recognition.

TABLE II: Performance of Symbol-Region Segmentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Symbols Regions</th>
<th>Correct Regions Localized</th>
<th>False Regions Localized</th>
<th>Missing Regions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10630</td>
<td>10482</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Comparison of proposed OSSR-PID which performs one-shot learning against Rahul et al [14] which uses a large training number of training images. Results are on a real world P&ID dataset.

B. Results

First, we present the results of symbol-region localization in Table II. Here, the emphasis is more on high recall to make sure that no symbol-region is missed prior to its classification. The results demonstrate that the proposed method for symbol-region segmentation performs remarkably well with only few misses (<0.5% approx.). Next, we evaluate our one-shot symbol recognition method using DGCNN (with and without Arcface loss and Resnet-34) on the synthetic P&ID sheets and tabulate results in Table III. As it is evident from Table III our proposed OSSR-PID method is able to recognize different symbols using only one prototypical example image per symbol class with excellent precision, recall and F1-score values. We also computed average accuracy of symbol classification for these experiments and obtained 77.07% accuracy of symbol classification using DGCNN with categorical cross-entropy loss. However, we observed significant improvement in accuracy using Arcface loss where the average accuracy of symbol classification obtained is 85.78%, and while using DGCNN+ResNet-34+Arcface loss we get comparable accuracy (85.98%) with very slight improvement. Please note that we use 1024 points for the classification using DGCNN and
the number \((k)\) of nearest neighbors for EdgeConv block is set to be 20.

Fig. 8: Figure showing failure cases for symbol recognition by our proposed method.

Further, we compare OSSR-PID against prior-work \([14]\) and present the results on real P&ID sheets dataset in Table \((III)\).

For this comparison, we use the same set of symbols as used by Rahul et. al \([14]\). The single instance example of each class is taken from real P&ID sheet, and all the factors are fixed as described in \([14]\). As it is evident from Table \((III)\) that OSSR-PID performs remarkably well and comparable to the earlier method \([14]\). However, it should be noted that OSSR-PID requires only one single training image per symbol class and hence, and offers comparable performance to \([14]\) which is fully supervised and needs a large amount of annotated training data for each symbol class. At last, we also show some failure cases of our proposed method where it mis-classifies the symbols due to the noise and clutter present around the symbol of interest.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a technique for one-shot localization and recognition of symbols in a P&ID sheet by using a path sampling technique for extraction of probable symbol regions and a DGCNN for symbol classification. The technique is specialized for line-drawn engineering drawings and requires just one instance of a symbol image to yield impressive test recognition accuracy. The technique was tested on 100 synthetic P&ID diagrams depicting oil and gas flow schematics, which will be released for future research. The current one-shot learning model offers comparable performance to prior fully supervised techniques, however, it still needs to be trained on inclusion of new class symbols. This forms the basis of future followup work on this topic, in which re-training can be fully avoided, i.e. employ zero-shot learning, to be used over different seen and unseen symbol classes.
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